MISSOURI CONCRETE CONFERENCE
hosted by Missouri University of Science and Technology

Join us and our distinguished group of regionally and nationally known speakers at this year's Missouri Concrete Conference, May 1-2, 2018, in Rolla, Missouri.

During this affordable two-day conference, you could earn approximately 10 Professional Development Hours (PDHs).

TOPICS OF INTEREST

For those involved in MATERIALS:
- Evaporation Retarders
- Mixture Incompatibilities
- Eastern Missouri Pavement Consortium

For those involved in CONSTRUCTION:
- Sawed Joint Failures: Case Histories
- Poplar Street Bridge Rehabilitation & Slide
- The Ins and Outs of Pumping
- Troubleshooting Case Histories

For those involved in READY MIX/PRE-CAST OPERATIONS:
- Mix Monitoring During Delivery Using “VERIFI”
- Aggregate Proportioning Techniques

For those involved in MAINTENANCE & REPAIR:
- Hydrodemolition & Bridge Deck Rehab
- Deicers & Protection of Concrete
- Partial Depth Patching
- New Concrete Pavement Distress Manual

For those involved in QUALITY CONTROL and INSPECTION:
- Correlation Compressive & Flexural Strength
- Quality Placement from a QC Point of View

For those involved in DESIGN and SPECIFICATION:
- New FAA Concrete Paving Specs
- Evolution of Concrete Bridge Decks

For more information, go online to http://concrete.mst.edu.

…See you at the Conference!